TERMS & CONDITIONS

REGISTRATION TERMS & CONDITIONS

- **Payment & VAT**
  
  In accordance with Finnish law, 24% VAT on fees for events held in Finland must be charged to all participants originating from in and outside of the EU. Delegates from VAT registered entities will be able to recover the paid VAT through their own tax declaration.

  All delegates are advised to arrange for full payment prior to the event to avoid any delays in collecting their badges and on-site material. No badges and materials will be issued to delegates with an outstanding payment.

- **Registration Categories**
  
  The European Research Reactor Conference – RRFM 2020 offers reduced registration rates for delegates belonging to the following registration categories:
  
  - ENS Members: applicable to Members of ENS’ Member Societies
  - Reduced Rate: applicable to employees of Universities and Research Centers
  - Young Generation: applicable to members of the ENS Young Generation Network
  - IAEA Grantees: applicable to delegates officially accepted and funded by the IAEA as grantees of RRFM 2020.
  - Sponsors: complimentary access for sponsors as agreed in a RRFM 2020 sponsoring agreement

  Unjustified registrations under those reduced categories will be cancelled or moved to another category. Any applicable financial cost will be borne by the delegate. Exceptions may be granted by the organiser on written request.
**Cancellation**

For cancellations of registered attendees received in writing by 22 February 2020 midnight CET, the registration fee will be refunded (deducting an 100,- EUR administrative charge). No refund will be made for any cancellation received after that date. The organiser retains the right to determine what constitutes an emergency situation, if additional supporting documentation is required, and if a refund will be given, and the organisers’ decision will be final. The organiser will not refund due to travel carrier cancellations, visa refusals or other unforeseen incidents beyond the attendee’s control. All attendees are urged to purchase personal travel insurance.

**Substitutions**

A paid registrant can be replaced by a colleague provided that the organisers receive all information by email by Monday 16 March 2020. This substitution will not incur any cost, except if the person replacing an ENS member is not a member.

**Travel and Transportation**

All participants are responsible for arranging their own travel, accommodation, and transportation. Please note that citizens of some countries are required to obtain visa prior to arrival. Please consult with a nearby Finnish consulate or embassy. The organiser is not responsible for any travel, accommodation, transportation, or visa matters for attendees. Attendees are responsible for their reservation.

**LIABILITY**

**Event Programme Change**

For organisational reasons, and/or reasons beyond the control of ENS, ENS reserves the right to alter the timing and content of the
programme without prior notice at any time before or during the event.

- **Event Cancellation, Insurance, and Liability**

  In the case of government intervention or regulation, military activity, strikes, or any other circumstances that make it impossible or inadvisable for the European Research Reactor Conference - RRFM2020 to take place at the time and place provided, the attendee shall waive any claim for damages or compensation except the amount paid for registration after deduction of actual overhead expenses incurred in connection with the European Research Reactor Conference - RRFM2020 (comprised of the venue and service providers non-refundable deposits, etc.) and there shall be no future or derived/indirect liability on the part of either or any party. All attendees take part in the event at their own risk and are encouraged to obtain adequate coverage for travel, health, and accidental insurance before they depart from their countries. The organisers, their suppliers, or agents accepts no liability for any personal injuries, or loss of, or damage to, private property belonging to the European Research Reactor Conference - RRFM2020 attendees.